
Introduction
Natural forms of movement in skiing as a recre-

ational activity has a special significance and value
through programs and activities that directly raise
the contributions of physical ability in obtaining a
feeling of security system skier-ski, so that this
system has become a single entity as well as estab-
lishing a better balance in that system.

In determining the scope and intensity of work
load, it is necessary beforehand to determine the
health status of participants. Natural forms of
movement as a recreational activity especially in
winter conditions (snow ball fight, sledding, etc.)
represent an ideal area to start the process of teach-
ing skiing. Practicing these activities in the natural
environment and in the snow environment for stu-
dents is an important prerequisite to undertake the
skills alpine skiing. With a certain satisfaction that
the game offers, well-designed organization and
the application of appropriate methodological pro-
cedures grow in an organized exercise (which
allows mastering techniques of alpine skiing).

Length of stay of participants in the snow shall
be determined according to their capabilities. It is
known that most students successfully submitted
and accepted all the loads through the game and
well-organized exercise. So before the skiing cou-

rses, students should be aware of the surprises to
expect them to ski (speed, lubricity, volatility,
etc.). Use of natural forms of movements (walking,
skating) certainly contributes to the development
of sense to establish a better sense of balance and
security in the system skier-skis which may later
contribute to the efficient adoption skiing knowl-
edge.

Its tools, content and methods, recreation has
an impact that using the natural form of movement
(walking, skating, etc..) overcome a sense of secu-
rity in the system skier-skis so that this system has
become a single system. The development of base
security is lost unnecessary fear, which has an
important role in learning and mastering skiing.

The issue of stability and balance on skis is
made easier through the game, (who will be faster,
better, better, etc.) or using the natural form of
movement (walking, jogging, skating, etc.). Nat-
ural forms of movement in the snow take an
important place. All activities can be conducted
using natural forms as a means of movement are
very suitable for use in working with beginners.
An expert in the field of recreation has to know the
methodical application of dosing activities in rela-
tion to the age category taking into account their
overall abilities and capabilities.
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Natural forms of movement (walking, running) in skiing have an important impact

especially on the health status of participants, as well as developing a sense of securi-

ty in the ski-skier system. Of course, if done in appropriate circumstances and under

the control of experts, which takes into account the extent and intensity of load that

must be adequate capability and capacity of participants. Constant and systematic

involvement in recreation man creates positive habits, primarily designed for organ-

ized, meaningful and useful way of implementation of the natural form of movement  as

a tool in recreational skiing
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The subject of this paper is the natural forms of
movement as a recreational activity of skiing.
These activities help in creating positive habits,
primarily designed for organized, meaningful and
useful way of implementation of free time.

The problem of directed towards a better organ-
ization and realization of the natural form of move-
ment (walking, running, skating, etc.) as a recre-
ational activity in skiing.

The aim of work was defined by depicting nat-
ural forms of movement (walking, skating, run-
ning, etc.) and methodological procedures of pro-
gram content and recreational activities. Using nat-
ural forms of movement (walking, jogging, skat-
ing, etc.) as well as recreational activities provide
candidates relief, fear losing and develop a sense
of security in the system skier-skis as well as
developing a sense of balance and security devel-
opments on the ski. The issue of stabilityand bal-
ance on skis is made easier through the game,
(who will be faster, better, better, etc.) or using the
natural form of movement (walking, jogging, skat-
ing, etc.).

Methodical procedure
The issue of stability and balance on skis is

made easier through the game, (who will be faster,
better, better, etc.) or using the natural form of
movement (walking, jogging, skating, etc.). Natu-
ral forms of movement in the snow an important
place. All activities can be conducted using natural
forms as a means of movement are very suitable
for use in working with beginners. An expert in the
field of recreation has to know methodical applica-
tion of dosing activities in relation to age category
taking into account their overall abilities and capa-
bilities.

Natural forms of movement as a recreational
activity of skiing: the basic skiing stance, walking
and skating, turning, climbing, falling, rising, des-
cent and the plow.

- The basic skiing stance
The basic attitude of ski primarily angle betw-

een the surface; Tibia and femur; Then the angle
between the forearm and upper arm; Parallel stic-
ks. Body is upright.
Walking and skating

Coordination of movement is essentially the
same as when walking; No skis, basic characteris-
tics are sticks that are extended arm. Skier to rely
on the stick the same hand beside and behind the
legs, which is in step (in contrast to the pace of
cross-country skiing) added to the motion of walk-
ing and sliding movement. In this exercise pay
special attention to developing a sense of skating

skis on snow.
Turning

- We will give two basic types of turning:
- Turning around the peaks of skis and
- Turning around tails of skis
- In the first, and in another case, sticks and

serve as a backbone and facilitate movement of
skis.
Climbing

When climbing is used mainly in two ways:
Side-steppingclimbing
Herringbone climbing
When a skier is Side-stepping climbing

The upper ski, and the same time raise both
blends. In pitched climbing, you always want to go
to that level forward. The role of the sticks as well
as in the previous climb, as well as help support the
attraction of the lower legs.Simply position your-
self across the Fall line of the slope. Make sure to
position your Skis parallel to each other and per-
pendicular to the Fall line. Also, let your Ski edges
dig into the snow. This will keep you from sliding.
Start making small steps. Slightly shift your
weight on your downhill Ski. Step up with your
uphill Ski and let its edge dig into the snow. You
can also use your Ski Pole for added support.
Slightly shift your weight on your uphill Ski and
then move your lower Ski upward. Again, you can
use your downhill pole to maintain balance. Keep
“walking” sideways until you reach the area where
you want to be.
Falling and rising

Falling generally can be, forward and back, it is
often inevitable fall forward. In this case the body
should be extended to fall on the chest. In the
falling back, try to fall back or sideways.
Downhill

- The main characteristics of the stance:
- The angle between the femoral and lower leg
1000

- The angle between the forearm and upper arm
1000

- Sticks parallel to each other
- Body upright
- Looking ahead ski

Plow
Skis are constantly in a Plow position. Ankles

as well as knee and hip joints are bent. Line of
gravity of the body falls behind the heel, the body
is relaxed, hands naturally crouch next to the body
and held parallel rods behind the body. Plowing
should be ongoing, and the body weight equally
distributed on both skis. Internal edges of both skis
are more or less strongly placed to influence and
regulate the speed of movement.
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Conclusion
Natural forms of movement (walking, running,

skating, etc.) in skiing have an important role in
the acquisition of basic stability and the balance in
the system of skier-ski as a unique system. The
development of these components (stability and
balance) removes the needless fear, and thus the
quality preparation for the upgrade, that is, starting
the process of training skiers. Of course, with
respect for certain principles and methods, while
taking into account the age groups. 
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Apstrakt
Prirodnite formi na dvi`ewata  (odewe i tr~awe)  vo skijaweto imaat zna~ajno

vlijanie, pred sé, vrz zdravstveniot status, kako i vrz ~uvstvoto na sigurnost vo
odnos na sistemot skija~skii. Se razbira deka toa }e bide pouspe{no, dokolku se odvi-
va vo adekvatni  uslovi i pod kontrola na  stru~no lice koe vodi  smetka za obemot
i intenzitetot, usoglasen so mo`nostite i sposobnosti na skija~ite. So postojan-
oto i sistematskoto   vklu~uvawe vo rekreacijata, ~ovekot sozdava pozitivni navki,
vo prv red, za smislen, organiziran, sodr`aen i korisen na~in  za sproveduvawe na pri-
rodni formi na dvi`ewata kako rekreativno sredstvo vo skijaweto. 
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